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ABSTRACT
Recently, Kothari et al. gave an algorithm for testing the
surface area of an arbitrary set A ⊂ [0, 1]n. Specifically,
they gave a randomized algorithm such that if A’s surface
area is less than S then the algorithm will accept with high
probability, and if the algorithm accepts with high probabil-
ity then there is some perturbation of A with surface area
at most κnS. Here, κn is a dimension-dependent constant
which is strictly larger than 1 if n ≥ 2, and grows to 4/π as
n→∞.
We give an improved analysis of Kothari et al.’s algorithm.
In doing so, we replace the constant κn with 1+ η for η > 0
arbitrary. We also extend the algorithm to more general
measures on Riemannian manifolds.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
Mathematics of Computing [Probability and Statistics]:
Probabilistic Algorithms
; Theory of Computation [Randomness, Geometry, and
Discrete Structures]: Computational Geometry
General Terms
surface area, noise sensitivity, property testing
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the problem of estimating the surface area of a
set A ⊂ Rn. This fundamental geometric problem has been
widely studied, thanks in part to its applications in com-
puter graphics (see, e.g., [14]) and medical imaging (see,
e.g., [1, 7]). Due to its diverse applications, surface area
estimation has been studied under several different models.
In this work, we consider a query access model, in which
one can choose points in Rn and ask whether then belong to
A; this is perhaps the most natural model for applications
to learning. In contrast, in stereography [1] one considers
the problem of estimating A’s surface area given complete
access to many random projections (or slices) of A; this is a
natural model for certain problems in 3D imaging.
Testing surface area. Kearns and Ron [9] introduced the
study of surface area in the property testing framework. In
this framework, which goes back to [6], we fix some predi-
cate P and ask for an algorithm that can distinguish (with
high probability) problem instances satisfying P from in-
stances that are far from satisfying P . For the specific case
of testing the surface area of a set A ⊂ [0, 1]n, we denote
the Lebesgue measure by λn, its corresponding surface area
measure by λ+n , and we ask for an algorithm that accepts if
λ+n (A) ≤ S and rejects if λ+n (B) ≥ (1 + η)S for all B sat-
isfying λ(B∆A) ≤ ǫ. This problem was first considered by
Kearns and Ron [9] in the case n = 1. They showed that it
can be solved for any ǫ > 0 with O(1/ǫ) queries, provided
that η ≥ 1/ǫ. The approximation error was improved by
Balcan et al. [4], who gave an algorithm (still for n = 1)
that requires O(ǫ−4) queries but works for η = 0. Substan-
tial progress was made by Kothari et al. [11], who gave an
algorithm that works in arbitary dimensions, but requires η
to be bounded away from zero as soon as n ≥ 2.
Our main result is an improvement of Kothari et al.’s anal-
ysis, showing that for any ǫ, η > 0, an essentially identical
algorithm requires O(η−3ǫ−1) samples, and guarantees that
if the algorithm rejects with substantial probability then
λ+n (B) ≥ (1+ η)S for all B satisfying λ(B∆A) ≤ ǫ. Besides
the improvement in Kothari et al.’s soundness condition, our
other main contribution is a unified argument that applies to
more general spaces than [0, 1]n with the Lebesgue measure.
Other work on estimating surface area. The property
testing formulation of surface area measurement asks for
fairly weak guarantees compared to the more general prob-
lem of estimating the surface area of A. One advantage of
these weaker requirements is that the problem can be solved
in much greater generality, and with fewer queries. For ex-
ample, the state of the art in surface area estimation for
convex sets is an algorithm of Belkin et al. [5] which re-
quires O˜(n4ǫ−2) queries. One obvious difficulty in moving
beyond convex sets is that a general set A may have large
surface area, but only because of some very small part of it
in which the boundary wiggles crazily. Cuevas et al. [7] dealt
with this issue by imposing some regularity on the boundary
of A, but their algorithm required O(ǫ−2n) samples.
The property testing framework deals with the“crazy bound-
ary” issue in quite a simple way. Essentially, we relax the
soundness condition so that if A can be modified on a set of
measure ǫ in order to reduce its surface area below (1+η)S,
then we allow the algorithm to accept.
Surface area and learning. One application for surface
area testing – which was noted already by Kothari et al. –
is in the “testing before learning” framework. Indeed, Kli-
vans et al. [10] gave an algorithm for agnostically learning
sets in Rn under the Gaussian measure; their algorithm runs
in time nO(S
2), where S is the Gaussian surface area of the
set that they are trying to learn. In particular, if we could
test the Gaussian surface area of a set before trying to learn
it, we would have advance notice of the learning task’s com-
plexity. (Although we have not yet mentioned Gaussian sur-
face area, our results hold just as well in that case as they
do for Lebesgue surface area.)
Surface area and noise sensitivity. Consider the torus
T
n = (R/Z)n with the Lebesgue measure λn (from now
on, for technical convenience, we will consider sets A ⊂ Tn
instead of sets A ⊂ [0, 1]n). LetX be a uniformly distributed
point in Tn and set Y = X+
√
2tZ, where Z ∼ N (0, In) is a
standard Gaussian vector. For a set A ⊂ Tn, we define the
noise sensitivity of A at scale t by
NSt(A) = Pr(X ∈ A, Y 6∈ A) + Pr(Y ∈ A,X 6∈ A).
Crofton, inspired by the Comte de Buffon’s famous needle
problem, was the first to make a connection between sur-
face area and noise sensitivity. His classical formula (see,
e.g., [15]) implies that if A ⊂ Tn is a set with C1 boundary
then the surface area of A is equal to 2
√
t√
π
times the ex-
pected number of times that the line segment [X,Y ] crosses
∂A. Since this number of crossings is always at least 1 on
the event {1A(X) 6= 1A(Y )}, we have the inequality
NSt(A) ≤ 2
√
t√
π
λ+n (A), (1)
where λ+n denotes the surface area.
The inequality (1) cannot be reversed in general. To con-
struct a counter-example, note that A may be modified on
a set of arbitrarily small measure (which will affect the left
hand side of (1) by an arbitrarily small amount) while in-
creasing its surface area by an arbitrarily large amount. The
main geometric result of this work is that when t is small,
these counter-examples to a reversal of (1) are essentially
the only ones possible.
Theorem 1.1. For any A ⊂ Tn with C1 boundary, and
for every η, t > 0, there is a set B ⊂ Tn with λn(A∆B) ≤
NSt(A)/η and
2
√
t√
π
λ+n (B) ≤ (1 + o(η))NSt(A).
Remark 1.2. One might wonder whether the (1 + o(η))
term on the right hand side of Theorem 1.1 may be re-
moved. Although we cannot rule out some improvement of
Theorem 1.1, one should keep in mind the example of the
“dashed-line” set At ⊂ T1 consisting of ⌊5/
√
t⌋ intervals of
length
√
t/10, separated by intervals of length
√
t/10. Then
NSt(At) is a constant factor smaller than 2
√
t/λ+1 (At)/
√
π
as t → 0. Moreover, reducing λ+1 (At) by a constant fac-
tor would require changing At on a set of constant mea-
sure. In other words, it is not possible to simultaneously
have λ+1 (At∆B) = o(1) and
2
√
t√
π
λ+n (B) ≤ NSt(At)
as t → 0. On the other hand, if we let η = ω(1) in The-
orem 1.1 increase sufficiently slowly, we see that for any
sequence At, we can find Bt with λ
+
1 (At∆Bt) = o(1) and
2
√
t√
π
λ+n (Bt) ≤ (1 + o(1))NSt(At).
Theorems of this sort were introduced by Kearns and Ron [9],
and by Balcan et al. [4] in dimension 1, and extended to Tn
by Kothari et al. [11]. However, Kothari et al. gave a factor
of κn+η instead of 1+η on the right hand side, where κn is
an explicit constant that grows from 1 to 4/π as n goes from
1 to ∞. In fact, our analysis will be closely based on that
of [11]; our main contribution is an improved use of certain
smoothness estimates, leading to an improved constant.
With (1) and Theorem 1.1 in hand, the algorithm for testing
surface area is quite simple. By sampling m pairs (X,Y ) ac-
cording to the distribution above, one can estimate NSt(A)
to accuracy O(m−1/2
√
NSt(A)). Consider, then, the algo-
rithm that says “yes” if and only if this estimate is smaller
than 2
√
t/π(S +O(m−1/2t−1/4S1/2)). The completeness of
the algorithm then follows immediately from (1) and Cheby-
shev’s inequality.
The preceding algorithm is complete for any m and t, but to
show its soundness we will need to specify m and t. First,
we will assume that m−1/2t−1/4S1/2 ≤ η. An application of
Chebyshev’s inequality then shows that for A to be accepted
with high probability, A must satisfy NSt(A) ≤ 2
√
t/π(1 +
O(η))S. Applying Theorem 1.1, we see that there is some
set B with
λn(A∆B) ≤ O(St1/2η−1)
and
λ+n (B) ≤
√
π
2
√
t
(1 + o(η)) NSt(A) ≤ (1 +O(η))S.
Hence, the algorithm is sound provided that St1/2η−1 ≤ ǫ.
Putting this condition together with the previous one, we
see that t = (ǫη/S)2 and m = O(η−3ǫ−1S2) suffices. We
summarize this discussion with the following algorithm.
Surface area testing in Gaussian and other spaces. Our
analysis is not specific to the Lebesgue measure on the torus.
For example, Theorem 1.1 also holds if λn is replaced by the
Gaussian measure and NSt(A) is replaced by Pr(1A(Z) 6=
1A(ρZ +
√
1− ρ2Z′)), where Z and Z′ are independent
Algorithm 1: testing surface area
Input : query access to A ⊂ Tn,
parameters S, η, ǫ > 0
Output: with probability at least 2/3,
“yes” if λ+n (A) ≤ S, and
“no” if λ+n (B) ≥ (1 + η)S for all B with
λn(A∆B) ≤ ǫ
t← ( ǫη
S
)2
;
m← 7η−3ǫ−1S2 ;
Sample X1, . . . , Xm i.i.d. uniformly in T
n;
Sample Z1, . . . , Zm i.i.d. from N (0, In);
For each i = 1, . . . ,m, set Yi = Xi +
√
2tZi;
Output “yes” iff
1
m
#{i : 1A(Xi) 6= 1A(Yi)} ≤ 2
√
t√
π
(S +m−1/2t−1/4S1/2);
Gaussian vectors on Rn. This Gaussian case was also con-
sidered in [11], who obtained the same result but with an
extraneous factor of 4/π on the right hand side. Since there
is an analogue of (1) also in the Gaussian case (due to
Ledoux [12]), one also obtains an algorithm for testing Gaus-
sian surface area.
More generally, one could ask for a version of Theorem 1.1
on any weighted manifold. We propose a generalization
of Theorem 1.1 in which the noise sensitivity is measured
with respect to a Markov diffusion semigroup and the sur-
face area is measured with respect to that semigroup’s sta-
tionary measure. The class of stationary measures allowed
by this extension includes log-concave measures on Rn and
Riemannian volume elements on compact manifolds. Since
Ledoux’s argument [12] may be extended in this generality,
our algorithm again extends.
2. MARKOV SEMIGROUPS AND CURVA-
TURE
As stated in the introduction, we will carry out the proof of
Theorem 1.1 in the setting of Markov diffusion semigroups.
An introduction to this topic may be found in the Ledoux’s
monograph [13]. To follow our proof, however, it is not
necessary to know the general theory; we will be concrete
about the Gaussian and Lebesgue cases, and it is enough to
keep one of these in mind.
Let (M, g) be a smooth, Riemannian n-manifold and con-
sider the differential operator L that is locally defined by
(Lf)(x) =
n∑
i,j=1
gij(x)
∂2f
∂xi∂xj
+
n∑
i=1
bi(x)
∂f
∂xi
(2)
where bi are smooth functions and (gij(x))ni,j=1 is the inverse
tensor of g in local coordinates. Such an operator induces a
semigroup (Pt)t≥0 of operators which satisfies ddtPtf = Lf .
There are certain technical issues, which we will gloss over
here, regarding the domains of these operators. We will as-
sume that the domain of L contains an algebra A satisfying
PtA ⊂ A. We will assume moreover that Pt has an invari-
ant probability distribution µ which is absolutely continuous
with respect to the Riemannian volume element on M ; we
will also assume that A is dense in Lp(µ) for every µ. In
any case, these assumptions are satisfied in many interest-
ing examples, such as when Pt is the heat semigroup on a
compact Riemannian manifold, or when Pt is the Markov
semigroup associated with a log-concave measure µ on Rn.
See [13] for more details.
Given a Markov semigroup Pt, we define the noise sensitivity
by
NSt(A) =
∫
M
|Pt1A(x)− 1A(x)| dµ(x). (3)
The probabilistic interpretation of this quantity is given by
the Markov process associated with Pt. This is a Markov
process (Xt)t∈R with the property that for any f ∈ L1(µ),
E(f(Xt) | X0) = (Ptf)(X0). Given such a process, the
noise sensitivity may be alternatively written as NSt(A) =
Pr(1A(X0) 6= 1A(Xt)).
The other notion we need is that of surface area. Recalling
that µ was assumed to have a density with respect to the
Riemannian volume, we define
µ+(A) =
∫
∂A
µ(x)dHn−1(x),
where Hn−1 is the (n− 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
Let us revisit (Tn, λn) and (R
n, γn) in our more abstract
setting. In the case of Tn, we set L to be
∑n
i=1
∂2
∂x2
i
. Then
Pt is given by
(Ptf)(x) =
∫
Rn
f(x+
√
2ty) dγn(y).
The associated Markov process Xt is simply Brownian mo-
tion, and so we see that the noise sensitivity defined in (3)
coincides with the definition that we gave in the introduc-
tion.
In the Gaussian case, we define L by
(Lf)(x) =
n∑
i=1
(
∂2f
∂x2i
− xi ∂f
∂xi
)
.
Then Pt is given by
(Ptf)(x) =
∫
Rn
f(e−tx+
√
1− e−2ty) dγn(y).
The associated Markov processXt is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process, which is the Gaussian process for which EXTs Xt =
e−|s−t|In.
In order to state our generalization of Theorem 1.1, we
need a geometric condition on the semigroup Pt. Following
Bakry and Emery [2] (see also [13]), we say that the semi-
group (Pt)t≥0 has curvature R if the inequality |∇Ptf | ≤
e−RtPt|∇f | holds pointwise for every f ∈ A. One can check
easily from the definitions that in the heat semigroup on Tn
has curvature 0, while the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup on
R
n has curvature 1.
In this abstract setting, our main theorem is the follow-
ing. Observe that by specializing to the torus Tn with the
Lebesgue measure λn and curvature R = 0, we recover The-
orem 1.1.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that Pt has curvature R. For any
A ⊂ M with C1 boundary and for every η, t > 0, there is a
set B ⊂M with µ(A∆B) ≤ NSt(A)/η and
µ+n (B) ≤
√
π
2
(
1 +
√
πη√
log(1/η)
(1 + oη(1))
)
cR(t)NSt(A),
where cR(t) =
(
e2Rt−1
R
)−1/2
if R 6= 0 and c0(t) = (2t)−1/2.
Here, oη(1) denotes a quantity that tends to zero as η → 0.
In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we will construct the set B
in a randomized way, using a construction that is due to
Kothari et al. [11]. Their construction is quite simple: we
first smooth the function 1A using Pt and then threshold
Pt1A to obtain 1B . One difficulty with this procedure is
to find a suitable threshold value. Kothari et al. dealt with
this difficulty in a remarkably elegant way: they showed that
after thresholding at an appropriately chosen random value,
the expected surface area of the resulting set is small. In
particular, there is some threshold value that suffices.
The analysis of the random thresholding procedure uses two
main tools: the first is the coarea formula (see, e.g. [8]),
which will allow us to express the expected surface area of
our thresholded set in terms of the gradient of Pt1A.
Theorem 2.2 (Coarea formula). For any C1 func-
tion f : M → [0, 1], any µ ∈ L1(M), and any ψ ∈ L∞([0, 1]),∫ 1
0
ψ(s)
∫
{x∈M:f(x)=s}
µ(x) dHn−1(x) ds
=
∫
M
ψ(f(x))|∇f(x)|µ(x) dx.
Our second tool is a pointwise bound on |∇Ptf | for any
f : M → [0, 1]. This will allow us, after applying the coarea
formula, to obtain a sharp bound on the integral involving
|∇Pt1A|.
Theorem 2.3 ([3]). If Pt has curvature R then for any
f : M → [0, 1] and any t > 0,
|∇Ptf | ≤ cR(t)I(Ptf),
where cR(t) =
(
e2Rt−1
R
)−1/2
if R 6= 0 and c0(t) = (2t)−1/2.
For g : M → [0, 1], let g≥s denote the set {x ∈ M : g(x) ≥
s}. If g is continuous then ∂g≥s = {x ∈ M : g(x) = s}.
Hence the surface area of g≥s is simply
µ+(g≥s) =
∫
{x∈M:g(x)=s}
µ(x) dHn−1(x),
and so the coarea formula (Theorem 2.2) implies that∫ 1
0
ψ(s)µ+(g≥s) ds =
∫
M
ψ(g(x))|∇g(x)|µ(x)dx = Eψ(g)|∇g|.
(From here on, we will often write E for the integral with
respect to µ which, recall, is a probability measure.) On the
other hand,
∫ 1
0
ψ(s)µ+(g≥s) ds ≥ mins∈[0,1] µ+(g≥s)
∫ 1
0
ψ(s) ds.
In particular, if we can show that Eψ(g)|∇g| is small then
it will follow that µ+(g≥s) is small for some s.
Unsurprisingly, the quantity Eψ(g)|∇g| is quite sensitive to
the choice of ψ. In order to get the optimal constant in
Theorem 2.1, we need to choose a particular function ψ.
Namely, we define
ψ(s) =
1
2
− ∣∣s− 1
2
∣∣
I(s)
.
Lemma 2.4. For any measurable A ⊂M and any t > 0,
Eψ(Pt1A)|∇Pt1A| ≤ cR(t)NSt(A).
Proof. By Theorem 2.3,
Eψ(Pt1A)|∇Pt1A| ≤ cR(t)Eψ(Pt1A)I(Pt1A)
= cR(t)E
(
1
2
−
∣∣∣∣Pt1A − 12
∣∣∣∣
)
.
Now, 1
2
− |x− 1
2
| = min{x, 1− x} and so
E
(
1
2
−
∣∣∣∣Pt1A − 12
∣∣∣∣
)
= Emin{Pt1A, 1− Pt1A}
≤ E|Pt1A − 1A|
= NSt(A).
Going back to the discussion before Lemma 2.4, we have
shown that
min
s∈[0,1]
µ+((Pt1A)
≥s)
∫ 1
0
ψ(s) ds ≤
∫ 1
0
µ+((Pt1A)
≥s)ψ(s) ds
≤ cR(t)NSt(A).
Since we are concerned in this work with optimal constants,
let us compute
∫ 1
0
ψ(s) ds:
Lemma 2.5.
∫ 1
0
ψ(s) ds =
√
2
π
.
Proof. We use the substitution s = Φ(y). Then ds =
φ(y) dy and I(s) = φ(y). Hence,∫ 1
0
ψ(s) ds =
∫ ∞
−∞
1
2
−
∣∣∣∣12 −Φ(y)
∣∣∣∣ dy = 2
∫ ∞
0
1− Φ(y) dy,
where the last equality follows because Φ(−t) = 1 − Φ(t)
and Φ(t) ≥ 1
2
for t ≥ 0. Recalling the definition of Φ, if we
set Z to be a standard Gaussian variable then
2
∫ ∞
0
1− Φ(y) dy = 2Emax{0, Z} = E|Z| =
√
2
π
.
Combining Lemmas 2.5 and 2.4, we have shown the existence
of some s ∈ [0, 1] such that µ+((Pt1A)≥s) ≤
√
π/2cR(t) NSt(A).
This is not quite enough to prove Theorem 2.1 because we
need to produce a set B such that µ(B∆A) is small. In gen-
eral, (Pt1A)
≥s may not be close to A; however, if s ∈ [η, 1−η]
then they are close:
Lemma 2.6. For any t > 0, if s ∈ [η, 1− η] then
µ((Pt1A)
≥s∆A) ≤ 1
η
NSt(A).
Proof. Note that if the indicator of (Pt1A)
≥s is not equal
to 1A then either 1A = 0 and Pt1A ≥ s or 1A = 1 and
Pt1A < s. If s ∈ [η, 1 − η] then either case implies that
|Pt1A − 1A| ≥ η. Hence,
µ((Pt1A)
≥s∆A) ≤ 1
η
E|Pt1A − 1A| = 1
η
NSt(A).
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, we need to invoke
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 in a slightly different way from before.
Indeed, with Lemma 2.6 in mind we want to show that there
is some s for which µ+((Pt1A)
+) is small and such that s is
not too close to zero or one. For this, we note that∫ 1−η
η
ψ(s) ds min
s∈[η,1−η]
µ+(g≥s) ≤
∫ 1−η
η
ψ(s)µ+(g≥s) ds
≤
∫ 1
0
ψ(s)µ+(g≥s) ds.
With g = Pt1A, we see from Lemma 2.4 that
min
s∈[η,1−η]
µ+((Pt1A)
≥s) ≤ cR(t)NSt(A)∫ 1−η
η
ψ(s) ds
. (4)
To compute the denominator, one checks (see, e.g., [3]) the
limit I(x) ∼ x√2 log(1/x) as x→ 0 and so ψ(x) ∼ (2 log(1/x))−1/2
as x → 0. Hence, ∫ η
0
ψ(s) ds ∼ η(2 log(1/η))−1/2 as η → 0
and since ψ(x) is symmetric around x = 1/2,∫ 1−η
η
ψ(s) ds =
∫ 1
0
ψ(s) ds−
√
2η√
log(1/η)
(1 + o(1))
as η → 0. Applying this to (4) (along with the formula from
Lemma 2.5), there must exist some s ∈ [η, 1− η] with
µ+((Pt1A)
≥s) ≤ cR(t) NSt(A)∫ 1−η
η
ψ(s) ds
≤
√
π
2
(
1 +
√
πη√
log(1/η)
(1 + o(1))
)
cR(t)NSt(A).
Taking B = (Pt1A)
≥s for such an s, we see from Lemma 2.6
that this B satisfies the claim of Theorem 2.1, thereby com-
pleting the proof of that theorem.
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